
In this episode: 
The Geologic Column for  

Beginners (Part 2) 

 

SUMMARY:  

This week on Let’s Talk Creation, Paul and Todd are continuing their discussion on the geologic column. 

Todd continues to play interviewer and works through questions regarding the arguments against the 

column, how the column is impacted by the Flood, and what all this means to young-earth creationists. 

They end only wanting more time to discuss this extensive topic but finding a good stopping point. Take 

some time and listen to the science podcast that’s just for you.  
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*Show Notes 

• 0:27 Previous Episode Recap 

• 10:12 If you had an older chunk of rock on top of a younger chunk of rock; within the younger 

chunk does the column still work? (In relation to the discussion regarding George McCready 

Price from the previous episode) 

• 13:02 Argument against the column: “Fossils don’t really occur in the order to the sediments” 

• 13:30 Seeming human footprints in the Paluxy Riverbed in Glen Rose, TX 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7oSGuUBHfnTnLDYtV_ytng/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA04FWtPhF_jY64Q9Q5DdmA/videos
https://youtu.be/yfq1wje8uzI
https://answersingenesis.org/dinosaurs/footprints/paluxy-river-tracks-in-texas-spotlight/


• 23:56 Did the Flood cause the geologic column?

• 27:40 Kurt Wise

o The Hydrothermal Biome: A Pre-Flood Environment

o The Pre-Flood Floating Forest: A Study in Paleontological Pattern Recognition

• 30:40 Most creationists agree that the Paleozoic and the Mesozoic were deposited during the 

Flood. What does this mean?

• 35:06 How does a creationist use the column without getting tangled up in radiometric dating 

and millions of years?

• 37:20 The Principle of Superposition

• 37:50 Nicolas Steno (1638-1686)

• 39:37 Way-Up Structures

• 42:06 The Principle of Crosscutting Relationships

• 49:10 Is there an order in the fossil record that mirrors the rock layers that needs an 

explanation?

• 51:11 Kurt Wise

o Wise, K.P. n.d. First appearances of higher taxa: a preliminary study of order in the 
fossil record. Unpublished study.

o Wise, K.P. n.d. Ecological zonation and the first appearances of higher taxa. 
Unpublished study.

• 58:27 Concluding thoughts

*Disclaimer: Things mentioned in the Show Notes are not endorsements of people, places, or things discussed in the podcast,

but rather a record of what was spoken about and helpful links to material for our listeners. 

https://truett.edu/directory/kurt-wise/
https://digitalcommons.cedarville.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1187&context=icc_proceedings
https://digitalcommons.cedarville.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1188&context=icc_proceedings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superposition_principle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicolas_Steno
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Way_up_structure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-cutting_relationships#:%7E:text=Cross%2Dcutting%20relationships%20is%20a,relative%20dating%20technique%20in%20geology.
https://truett.edu/directory/kurt-wise/

